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VP/USPS-T28-1.

Please refer to library reference USPS-LR-K-115, file USPST28Aspreadsheets.xls. 

The sheet “ECR–15 Rate Adjustments” shows 15 special adjustments to ECR commercial

rates, all of them positive.  You indicate that these adjustments are “to remove irregularities in

rate differentials caused by rounding.”

a. Referencing the statistical expectation that normal rounding procedures involve

both rounding up and sometimes down, please explain how it is that all 15 of the

adjustments have a positive effect on the rates.

b. For each of the 15 adjustments, individually, please identify and specify the

“irregularity” that you saw in the rates, which caused you to make the

adjustment, and explain how your adjustment fixed the anomaly.

VP/USPS-T28-2.

Please refer to your testimony, USPS-T-28, page 11 (ll. 17-18), where you say that,

under the Postal Service proposal, Standard Mail ECR receives a rate increase of 5.6 percent,

while Standard Mail Nonprofit ECR receives a rate increase of 5.9 percent.  Please refer also

to your statement on page 11 (ll. 21-26) that Public Law 106-384 requires the per-piece

revenue of Nonprofit to be equal as nearly as practical to 60 percent of the per-piece revenue

of the corresponding commercial category, and that your proportion is 56 percent.  On page 12

(ll. 2-4 and ll. 9-12) you say that honoring the 60-percent proportion stipulated in Public Law

106-384 would require a rate increase for Nonprofit “on the order of 13 percent,” and that,
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“under the unique circumstances of this uniform across-the-board rate increase request,” your

56 percent is as close to 60 percent as is practical.

a. Within the framework of an across-the-board preference of 5.4 percent and an

increase of 5.6 percent for commercial ECR, please explain how the issue of

practicality led you to lower the rate increase for Nonprofit ECR from 13

percent to 5.9 percent.

b. Aside from a stated preference by Postal Service witness Potter (USPS-T-1), as

explained in his testimony, please identify and discuss the circumstances in this

case that caused you to give (i) little weight to the requirement imposed by law

(as witnessed by your 5.9 percent increase being considerably below the 13

percent mandated by the statute), and (ii) substantial weight to the preference of

a 5.4 percent increase (as witnessed to by 5.9 percent being just moderately

above 5.4 percent).

c. On page 29 (ll. 8-9) of your testimony, you say that the “average proposed fee

increase for registered mail is in the range of 70 percent, in order to cover

costs.”  As applied to your work and the rates which you recommend, please

explain your understanding of the difference between (i) the legal requirement

that rates cover costs, which causes you to raise the rate increase for registered

mail from 5.4 percent up to 70 percent, and (ii) the legal requirement that the

per-piece revenue of Nonprofit ECR be 60 percent of the corresponding figure

for the commercial category, which causes you to take the rate increase for

Nonprofit ECR from 5.4 percent up to 5.9 percent, but not up to 13 percent.
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d. Public Law 103-123 (Revenue Forgone Reform Act of 1993) requires that

Within County Periodicals have a markup that is one-half the markup of the

corresponding commercial category of Periodicals.  Because of this, as

explained on page 14 of your testimony, you propose a rate decrease for Within

County of 5.4 percent.  As applied to your work, please explain your

understanding of the difference between (i) the legal requirement in Public Law

103-123 relating to the markup on Within County, which causes you to take the

rate increase for Within County from a positive 5.4 percent down to a negative

5.4 percent, a spread of 10.8 percentage points, and (ii) the legal requirement in

Public Law 106-384 that the per-piece revenue of Nonprofit ECR be 60 percent

of the corresponding figure for the commercial category, which causes you to

take the rate increase for Nonprofit ECR from 5.4 percent up to 5.9 percent, but

not up to 13 percent, the latter being a spread of 7.6 percentage points.

e. In your opinion, does an average nonprofit per-piece revenue equal to 56

percent of the corresponding category complies with Public Law 106-384?  If

not, please explain your recommendation.

f. Is it your interpretation of Public Law 106-384 that nonprofit per-piece revenue

may be measurably less than 60 percent of the corresponding commercial

category, but not measurably more than 60 percent of it?  If not, please explain.

g. Are you advocating that the Postal Rate Commission recommend an average

nonprofit per-piece revenue equal to only 56 percent of the corresponding
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category, regardless of whether it complies with Public Law 106-384?  If not,

please explain.

h. (i)  Please confirm that one lawful way to satisfy a guideline pointing to

increases of 5.4 percent and to satisfy as well the legal requirement on the per-

piece revenue of Nonprofit would be to specify an increase for Nonprofit ECR

of 5.4 percent and to reduce the rate increase for commercial ECR so that the

60-percent law is satisfied.  This approach would avoid taking the preferred

category of Nonprofit ECR, which has always received special rate

consideration, above the 5.4 percent guideline.  (ii)  Please explain why this

approach is inferior to the approach you have taken.  (iii)  If you do not believe

it to be lawful, please explain why you did not take such an approach.

i. Please assume that in this case the Nonprofit ECR increase were 7.4 percentage

points above the increase for commercial ECR, but you held it to a difference of

0.3 percentage points, and in the next rate case the Nonprofit ECR increase

were 14.8 percentage points above the corresponding increase for commercial

ECR.  Please explain whether in the next rate case you believe that the effect on

mailers would be too large, the law should be neglected, and a smaller increase

(with an attendant loss of revenue to the Postal Service) should be adopted.

VP/USPS-T28-3.

Please refer to Exhibit USPS-28A, page 16, Table 5, where you propose a “Presorted

Basic” rate of $0.282 for Standard Regular letters and a “Presorted Basic” rate of $0.363 for
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Standard Regular non-letters, which is a letter/non-letter differential of 8.1 cents.  This

interrogatory relates to the justification for the corresponding letter/non-letter differential in the

current rates of 7.6 cents, which is increased to the 8.1-cent figure by application of an across-

the-board proportion.

a.  Please confirm that the 7.6-cent difference in current rates is developed, after

rounding, by applying a 73 percent passthrough to a cost difference of 10.366

cents, as shown in cells E18 through G18 on the “PRE DIS” sheet of file USPS-

LR-J-WP1.xls in library reference USPS-LR-J-132 of Docket No. R2001-1.  If

you do not confirm without reservation, please explain the origin and

development of the 7.6-cent letter/flat rate differential in current rates, and also

explain the use made of the cells referenced herein.

b. Please confirm that the cost differential of 10.366 cents, discussed in preceding

part a, is the difference between a unit cost for Basic presort flats of 28.041

cents (equal to the sum of 8.312 cents for delivery and 19.729 cents for mail

processing) and a unit cost for Basic presort letters of 17.675 cents (equal to the

sum of 4.201 cents for delivery and 13.474 cents for mail processing), as shown

on the “COST” sheet in the file and library reference cited in preceding part a. 

If you do not confirm without reservation, please explain the origin,

development and components of the 10.366-cent cost differential.
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VP/USPS-T28-4.

Please refer to the 8.312-cent cost for delivery of Standard Regular Basic presort flats

referenced in VP/USPS-T28-3, part b.

a. Does this reflect the bottom-up cost for delivery, or have adjustments been

made?  If the latter, what are the adjustments?

b. Is this delivery cost the same for Standard Regular nonprofit and for-profit mail? 

If so, are there no differences in delivery cost incurrence between these two

categories?

c. Does this delivery cost include both in-office costs and street costs?

d. Is this delivery cost a marginal cost?  If not, please explain what type of cost it

is.

e. Does this delivery cost recognize differences between city routes and rural

routes?

f. Please confirm that the updated figure for the 8.312-cent cost for delivery of

Basic presort flats is 9.795 cents, 17.7 percent higher than the Docket No.

R2001-1 figure (found on the first sheet of file LR-K-101.xls in library

reference USPS-LR-K-101).  If you do not confirm, please provide the

appropriate updated figure.

VP/USPS-T28-5.

a. Please refer to VP/USPS-T28-3.  For the 19.729-cent mail processing cost for

Standard Regular Basic presort flats, referenced therein, please confirm that the
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source is the “CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS” sheet of the file STANDARD.XLS in

library reference USPS-LR-J-61 of Docket No. 2001-1, and that it is the sum of

(i) a “Non Worksharing Unit Cost” of 4.003 cents and (ii) a “Worksharing

Related Unit Cost” of 15.726 cents.  If you do not confirm, please provide the

appropriate figure and give the source.

b. Please confirm that the updated figure for the 19.729-cent mail processing cost

for Standard Regular Basic presort flats, referenced in preceding part a, is

26.468 cents, 34.2 percent higher than the current cost, and is found on the

first sheet in file STANDARD FLATS PRC.xls of library reference USPS-LR-

K-102.  If you do not confirm, please provide the appropriate updated figure

and give the source.

VP/USPS-T28-6.

Regarding the 4.003-cent non-worksharing unit cost of processing Standard Regular

Basic presort flats in VP/USPS-T28-5, part b:

a. Please describe the nature of what that cost measures.

b. Please explain why the 4.003-cent cost is not related to worksharing.  

c. Assume that the rate for basic, non-prebarcoded, minimum-per-piece flats,

which is currently 34.4 cents, were to be reduced and resulted in a volume

increase in line with the appropriate elasticity.  Please state whether you would

expect the cost of each additional unit of volume to reflect any part of this 4.003

cents, and explain why you come to the conclusion you do.
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d. Please explain whether the 4.003-cent cost figure is designed to be a marginal

cost.  If it is not, please explain the nature of the costing concept which it

embodies.

e. Please explain what worksharing the 4.003-cent figure is not sensitive to,

describing the specific nature of the work that may (or may not) be shared.  

f. Please explain the extent to which you view it as important whether any

worksharing-type work that you identify is provided by the lowest-cost

provider.

g. Please explain whether mailing a flat, as opposed to an identically prepared and

entered letter, causes the Postal Service to do work that could have been done

by the mailer.

VP/USPS-T28-7.

a. For the 15.726-cent worksharing-related unit cost referenced in VP/USPS-T28-

5, part a, please confirm that, according to library reference USPS-LR-J-61 in

Docket No. 2001-1, it is equal to a model unit cost of 15.329 cents times a Cost

and Revenue Analysis (“CRA”) adjustment factor of 1.023 plus a worksharing

related fixed cost of 0.047 cents.  If you do not confirm, please provide the

appropriate figure and give the source.

b.  For the model unit cost of 15.329 cents referenced in preceding part a, please

provide a narrative description of the nature of this cost and answer the

following questions.
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(i) Is this 15.726-cent worksharing-related unit cost an estimate of a

marginal cost?  If not, please explain the costing concept that guides this

estimate.  

(ii) Is this 15.726-cent worksharing-related unit cost constrained or limited

in any way?  If yes, please explain each constraint and the reason for it.  

(iii) If the associated rate for basic, non-prebarcoded, minimum-per-piece

flats, which is now 34.4 cents, were to be reduced and the volume were

to increase in line with the elasticity, please explain whether you would

expect the 15.726-cent figure to increase on a per-additional-unit basis. 

(iv) Is this 15.726-cent worksharing-related unit cost specifically designed or

estimated to relate to any particular concept of worksharing?  If so,

please specify the piece of work that may or may not be shared.

(v) If this cost is related to any concept of worksharing, please describe the

nature of the signal in the rates that determines whether the piece of

work involved is or is not done by the lowest-cost provider.

VP/USPS-T28-8.

Please refer to VP/USPS-T28-3, part b.  For the 4.201-cent unit cost for delivery of

Standard Regular Basic presort letters referenced therein, please provide a narrative description

of its nature.  In your response, please include answers to the following questions. 

a. Is it in effect a bottom-up cost for delivery, or have adjustments been made?  If

the latter, please provide a description of all adjustments.
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b. Is this cost the same for nonprofit as for the commercial category?  If so, does it

therefore recognize no differences in cost incurrence between these two

categories?

c. Does it include both in-office costs and street costs?  

d. Is it designed to be a marginal cost?  If not, please explain the theory that guides

its development.  

e. Does it recognize both city routes and rural routes?  How are these different? 

f. Why is this cost contained under the heading, “Alternative Costs for Specific

Rate Design Purposes”?  In your response, please state clearly what these

purposes are and what effect these purposes had on the cost.

g. Please confirm that the updated figure for this cost is 4.591 cents, 9.3 percent

higher than the current figure, found in file LR-K-101STDLTRS.xls of library

reference USPS-LR-K-101.  If you do not confirm, please provide the correct

updated figure and identify its source.

VP/USPS-T28-9.

a. Please refer to VP/USPS-T28-3, part b.  For the 13.474-cent unit cost for mail

processing of Standard Regular Basic presort letters referenced therein, please

confirm that the source of this unit cost is cell C13 of the “LETTERS

SUMMARY” sheet in file STANDARD.XLS file of library reference USPS-

LR-J-60 in Docket No. 2001-1, and that it is a weighted average of the more
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disaggregated unit costs in cells C14 through C17.  If you do not confirm,

please provide the appropriate updated figure and give the source.

b. On the “COST” sheet in file USPS-LR-J-132-WP1.xls of library reference

USPS-LR-J-132 in Docket No. 2001-1, cell F28, please explain why this

13.474-cent cost for mail processing of Standard Regular Basic presort letters is

contained under the heading, “Alternative Costs for Specific Rate Design

Purposes.”  Please provide an explicit statement concerning what such rate

change purposes are and what effect these purposes had on the cost.

c. Please provide a narrative description of the nature of this mail processing cost

of 13.474 cent referenced in preceding parts a and b.

d. Is this 13.474-cent unit cost an estimate of a marginal cost?  If not, please

explain the costing concept it measures.

e. Is this 13.474-cent unit cost constrained or limited in any way?  If yes, please

explain each constraint and the reason for it.

f. If the rate for Standard Regular Basic non-prebarcoded presort letters, which is

now 26.8 cents, were to be reduced and there were to be an associated volume

increase, in line with the appropriate elasticity, please explain whether you

would expect the costs behind the 13.474-cent figure to increase on a per-

additional-unit basis. 

g. Is this 13.474-cent cost specifically designed or estimated to relate to any

particular concept of worksharing?  If so, please specify the piece of work that

may or may not be shared.
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h. If this 13.474-cent cost is related to any concept of worksharing, please describe

the nature of the signal in the rates that determines whether the piece of work

involved is or is not done by the lowest-cost provider. 

i. Please confirm that the updated unit cost for Standard Regular Basic presort

letters is 17.303 cents, 28.4 percent higher than the level in Docket No. 2001-1,

found the file LR-K-110.xls of library reference USPS-LR-K-110.  If you do not

confirm, please provide the correct figure and its source.

VP/USPS-T28-10.

a. Please refer to Docket No. R2000-1, library reference PRC-LR-15, file WP1-

PRC-Hybrid.xls, sheet “RATE DESIGN SHEET,” cell DK25, which shows a

passthrough of 73 percent for the letter/flat differential, and please explain the

extent to which this Commission-recommended passthrough was the basis for

the 73 percent passthrough proposed in Docket No. R2001-1 by the Postal

Service, referenced in VP/USPS-T28-3, part a.

b. Please refer to Docket No. R2000-1, Opinion and Recommended Decision, page

339, ¶ 5382, where the Commission says, “with respect to the letter/nonletter

differential, the Commission believes it is appropriate to recognize more of the

reported cost difference, where this can be achieved without undue impact.” 

Please explain the extent to which the Postal Service’s proposal to pass through

only 73 percent of the letter/nonletter differential in Docket No. R2001-1 was
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responsive to the Commission’s opinion that “it is appropriate to recognize more

of the reported cost difference.”  

c. Please explain whether it is the Postal Service’s position that it is fair, equitable

and appropriate to continue the passthrough of 73 percent by virtue of the

across-the-board nature of the proposal in this case, losing this opportunity to

take a step in a direction that the Commission has explained is “appropriate.”

d. Please explain whether the letter/nonletter cost differential is related to

worksharing (i.e., is related to a piece of work which could be done by either

the Postal Service or the mailer).  If so, please identify the specific type of

worksharing.

e. Please explain whether it is the Postal Service’s position that the passthrough of

the letter/nonletter cost differential into rates should be limited to 100 percent. 

If iso, please explain the basis for this limit, drawing where appropriate on

notions of fairness, lowest combined cost, and efficient component pricing.

f. Please refer to Docket No. R90-1, where the letter/flat rate differential was first

recommended (Op. & Rec. Dec., p. V-230, ¶ 5941).  The Commission referred

to establishing a new discount, “especially one based primarily on physical

characteristics of the mail and not on traditional worksharing concepts.”  Please

explain the Postal Service’s position concerning the extent to which letters and

flats should be viewed essentially as separate products, in separate but related

markets, with cross elasticities similar to those for other separate-but-related
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products, and with costs and production facilities that are essentially separate or

at least different in character.

VP/USPS-T28-11.

Please refer to Docket No. R2000-1, Opinion and Recommended Decision, page 390, 

¶ 5533, where the Commission states:

The Commission begins the rate design process assuming equal
implicit markups. This is a neutral starting position which seems
to be implied by § 3622(b)(1), a fair and equitable schedule.  It is
consistent with the Commissions general policies that the rates for
each rate category be above cost; that rates reflect the costs
developed in the record; and that rate design results in
identifiable relationships between rate categories.  Equal implicit
markups, however, are only a starting place, and often may not
be practicable or appropriate.  The Commission frequently has
good reason to depart from them in actual practice.

a. Please explain whether you believe that the rate design for letters and flats

should begin with equal implicit markups, and “depart” only for good reason.  

b. Please explain why it is fair and equitable to depart from equal implicit markups

for letters and flats and limit the passthrough to 73 percent.  

c. Please explain whether it is appropriate to view the deliberate selection of a

passthrough for the letter/flat differential that is below the cost coverage of the

subclass and/or that is below 100 percent as elevating the rates for letters so that

the rates for flats can be lower. 

d. Please explain how elevating the rate for a letter above the rate that the

Commission says it “begins with” helps set appropriate rates for letters.
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VP/USPS-T28-12.

Please consider the case of the letter/nonletter rate differential, which was first

established with a passthrough of 50 percent in Docket No. R90-1 (Op. & Rec. Dec., p. V-

230, ¶ 5941), which the Commission stated it does not view as a worksharing differential, and

which the Commission subsequently stated should have a passthrough greater than 73 percent. 

Please note that in recommending a letter/nonletter differential that went from zero percent to

50 percent in one step, the Commission said that this “adjustment mitigate[d] the rate increase

for required flats.”  In view of the Commission’s stated position, as cited above, please

explain:

a. How many years should it take to get this differential up to a level of at least

100 percent? 

b. How should the maximum size of each step toward that goal be determined? 

c. Does the Postal Service believe that the rationale for the notion of an across-the-

board increase should override these considerations and put off once again an

opportunity to take further steps that would increase this passthrough?

VP/USPS-T28-13.

Please refer to Exhibit USPS-28A, page 16, Table 5, where you propose for Standard

Regular letters a presorted Basic rate of $0.282 and a 3/5-digit rate of $0.261.  The current

Standard Regular 3/5-digit discount of 2.0 cents would be increased to 2.1 cents under the

Postal Service’s proposal.
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a.  Please confirm that the rate differential of 2.0 cents between Presorted Basic and

Presorted 3/5 is developed, after rounding, by applying a passthrough of 158

percent to a cost difference of 1.238 cents, as shown in cells E21 through G21

on the “PRE DIS” sheet of file USPS-LR-J-WP1.xls in library reference USPS-

LR-J-132 of Docket No. R2001-1.  If you do not confirm without reservation,

please explain the origin and the development of the current 2.0-cent figure and

also explain the use made of the above-referenced cells.

b.  Please confirm that the 1.238-cent cost differential is the difference between a

cost for Basic letters of 13.913 cents (equal to the sum of 4.201 cents for

delivery and 9.712 cents for mail processing) and a cost for 3/5-digit presort

letters of 12.675 cents (equal to the sum of 4.418 cents for delivery and 8.257

cents for mail processing), as shown on the ‘COST’ sheet of the file and library

reference cited above.  If you do not confirm without reservation, please explain

the origin and the development and the components of the 1.238-cent cost

differential.

VP/USPS-T28-14.

Please refer to VP/USPS-T28-13, part b.  For the 4.201-cent and the 4.418-cent unit

delivery costs referenced in part b, please provide a narrative description of the nature of these

costs.  In your response, please include answers to the following questions.

a. Are the costs in effect bottom-up costs for delivery, or have adjustments been

made?  If the latter, please explain the adjustments.
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b. Are these costs the same for nonprofit and for-profit?  If so, do they fail to

recognize any differences in cost incurrence between nonprofit and for-profit?

c. Do these costs include both in-office costs and street costs?  

d. Are these costs designed to be marginal costs?  If not, please explain the theory

that guides their development.  

e. Do these costs recognize both city routes and rural routes, and how are these

different?

f. Please explain why it is reasonable, if it is, for the delivery cost of 3/5-digit

presorted letters to be higher than the corresponding cost of Basic presort

letters.

g. Please confirm that in this case the updated figures for the delivery costs of

Standard Basic presorted letters and 3/5-digit presorted letters are, respectively,

4.519 and 4.678 cents, found in file LR-K-110STDLTRS.xls of library

reference USPS-LR-K-110.  If you do not confirm, please provide updated unit

costs and their source.

VP/USPS-T28-15.

Please refer to VP/USPS-T28-13, part b, and the unit mail processing costs of 9.712

and 8.257 cents for Basic and 3/5 digit presort letters, respectively, as referenced therein, and

respond to the following questions.

a. Please confirm that the source for the 9.712-cent mail processing cost for Basic

presort letters is the “LETTERS SUMMARY” sheet of file STANDARD.XLS 
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of library reference USPS-LR-J-60 in Docket No. 2001-1, and that it is labeled

“MAIL PROC WORK-SHARING UNIT COST.”  If you do not confirm,

please provide the correct source.

b. Please confirm that the source for the 8.257-cent mail processing cost for 3/5

digit presort letters is the “LETTERS SUMMARY” sheet of file

STANDARD.XLS of library reference USPS-LR-J-60 in Docket No. 2001-1,

and that it is labeled “MAIL PROC WORK-SHARING UNIT COST.”  If you

do not confirm, please provide the correct source.

c. Please refer to the 6.863-cent cost difference in cell E13 of sheet “PRE DIS” in

file USPS-LR-J-132.xls (Docket No. 2001-1), which is dependent in part on the

mail processing costs of 19.729 cents and 12.866 cents in cells F7 and F8

respectively, which in turn come from cells G33 and G35 of the “CRA ADJ

UNIT COSTS” sheet of the file STANDARD.XLS  of library reference USPS-

LR-J-61 in Docket 2001-1, respectively, which are labeled “Total Mail Proc

Unit Cost.”  Please explain whether the mail processing unit costs of 9.712

cents and 8.257 cents (which are labeled as worksharing related unit costs) are

defined in a way that is consistent with the mail processing unit costs of 19.729

cents and 12.866 cents (which are labeled as total mail processing unit costs).

d. If the four costs in preceding part c are consistent, please explain:

(i) The nature of each;

(ii) Their characteristics;

(iii) How they are defined;
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(iv) Whether any constraints have been placed on them;

(v) Whether they should be characterized as bottom-up costs; and

(vi) Whether they are marginal costs.

e. If the four costs in preceding part c part are not consistent, please explain what

adjustments need to be made in order to make them consistent.

f. Please confirm that in this case the 9.712-cent figure is updated to 11.805 cents

and the 8.257-cent figure is updated to 11.338 cents, as shown on sheet LR-K-

110STDLTRS.xls of USPS-LR-K-110.  If you do not confirm, please provide

the correct updated figures and their source.

VP/USPS-T28-16.

Please consider the following hypothetical.  Suppose that:  (i) a subclass has two

categories of equal volume; (ii) the average unit cost of the subclass is 10 cents; (iii) the

identified cost difference between the two categories is 4 cents (meaning that cost differences

not studied by the Postal Service could exist and, if recognized, would make the known cost

difference greater than 4 cents); and (iv) the cost difference of 4 cents is to be used on a

defensible basis to de-average and institute separate rates for each of the two categories.

a. Would you agree that the information known about the two categories suggests

an implied unit cost for the higher-rated category of 12 cents and an implied

unit cost for the lower-rated category of 8 cents?  That is, 8 cents and 12 cents

are implicit unit costs for each category, implied by what is known about the

average cost, the difference in cost between the two categories, and the volume
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of each category.  If you do not agree, please state all reasons for disagreement

and explain why the implicit unit cost for each category cannot be developed in

the manner described.

b. For any rate categories of ECR and/or Standard Regular mail, has the Postal

Service developed any estimates of implicit unit costs, based on estimates of

cost differences or cost avoidances, along with any identified and understood set

of assumptions, either on a basis similar to that described in preceding part a or

on any other basis?  If the answer is yes, please provide them.  If the answer is

no, please explain why such a seemingly relevant figure has not been developed.

 c. Please suppose that a cost coverage of 100 percent were to be selected for a

subclass, and all passthroughs associated with discounts, as well as any other

rate differences based on cost differences, were set at 100 percent.  Would you

agree that the result would be a set of at-cost rates, taking “at-cost rates” to

mean that the rates are equal to costs, with no markups?  If you do not agree,

please state all reasons for disagreeing and identify any difficulties that, in your

opinion, cannot be dealt with by making plausible assumptions and then stating

that the results are contingent on those assumptions.

 d. Has the Postal Service developed such an at-cost set of rates for any categories

of ECR or Regular Standard mail, possibly including stated assumptions about

how to set at-cost pound rates and how at-cost Nonprofit rates should be

developed?  If the answer is yes, please provide them.  If the answer is no,

please explain why such a seemingly relevant figure has not been developed.
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VP/USPS-T28-17.

Please address the following questions relating to costs, economic efficiency, and

competition:

a. Does the Postal Service agree that, laws permitting, competitors are more likely

to compete for categories of mail that are priced substantially above cost than

for categories of mail that are only moderately above cost, i.e., the distance

above cost, however expressed, is related to the likelihood and the intensity of

competition?  If not, please explain your reasons.

b. Does the Postal Service agrees that the costs underlying rate categories,

particularly if they are estimates of marginal costs, are the appropriate links of

the rates to the efficiency of resource allocation and to notions of economic

efficiency in rates, and that this fact adds substantially to the importance of

costs.  If not, please provide all reasons for disagreeing and explain how

interests in such efficiency and efficiency-related notions should be examined.

c. Does the Postal Service agree that, except for consideration of externalities, it

would be most economically efficient to set rates equal to marginal costs, even

though that may not be a permissible option under current law?  If not, please

provide references to the economic literature showing that economic efficiency

requires that rates be set at some other level.

d. Please assume that there are no cross elasticities and that all own-price

elasticities are at the same non-zero level.  Now consider two markup measures:

Measure A is the per-piece (unit) markup, as in the rate being 6 cents above
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cost, and Measure B is the percentage markup, as in rates being 30 percent

above cost (implying a cost coverage of 130 percent).  

(i) If one were interested in improving the efficiency of resource allocation

and in reducing losses in economic efficiency, please explain which of

the two measures would be most useful in gaging the distance of the

rates from their costs, i.e., which measure of distance-above-costs is

indicative of the efficiency loss associated with the rate?  

(ii) Under the elasticity assumptions of this question, would you agree that

all rates should have the same percentage markup, but not the same per-

piece markup.  If you do not agree, provide references to the economic

literature supporting your position.  

(iii) Please explain whether you agree that, even if the elasticity assumptions

are relaxed and the efficiency formulas become more complex, it is still

measure B and not measure A that has a reasonably simple and

straightforward relation to notions of economic efficiency.  

(iv) Please explain whether you agree that under notions of economic

efficiency, absent externalities and cross elasticities, one could say that

the more elastic products would have a lower measure B (cost coverage)

but one could not say whether the more elastic products would have a

lower measure A (per-piece (unit) markup).
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VP/USPS-T28-18.

Please refer to the following statement from the Commission’s Opinion and

Recommended Decision in Docket No. MC95-1, pages V-161-62, ¶ 5388, in reference to a

separate automation subclass of Standard Mail:

The alternative of creating separate subclasses and considering
the issue of lowest combined cost when selecting the associated
markups is not a rational alternative.  Selecting the markups in
such a constrained way provides rates that are no different from
those that result from offering worksharing discounts through rate
categories....  One has to question the logic of creating subclasses
and then constraining the outcome in accordance with a result that
would be obtained without creating the subclasses.

 a. Please explain whether the cost coverages of the current ECR and Regular

Standard subclasses, whose relative levels are being perpetuated by the across-

the-board proposal, are or should be constrained in any way to achieve “a result

that would be obtained without creating the subclasses.”

b. Has the Postal Service done any analysis to determine whether the proposed

ECR rates differ from those that would likely exist if ECR had not been made

into a separate subclass?  If so, please provide that analysis.  

c. Suppose it were shown convincingly that the current ECR rates are higher than

the rates for equivalent rate categories would be if a separate subclass had not

been created.  How would you view such a finding, and what should be done

about it?  Please provide all reasons for the view taken.

d. If an ECR subclass had not been created, and the category passthroughs were

100 percent in line with oft expressed Postal Service and Commission
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preferences for mature subclasses, do you believe that the per-piece (unit)

markups for the various categories would be approximately equal?  If you

disagree, please state all reasons for disagreeing.  (For purposes of this

question, the per-piece (unit) markup of a category is the revenue of the

category minus the implicit cost of the category.  The implicit cost of the

category is the cost implied by the cost of the parent subclass and the cost

differences to which the passthroughs are applied.  For example, if a subclass

costing 10 cents were composed of two equal-size categories with a cost

difference to be used for ratesetting purposes of 4 cents, it would be implied that

the cost of one category is 8 cents and the cost of the other category is 12 cents. 

See also Op. & Rec. Dec., Docket No. R2000-1, p. 390, ¶ 5534.)

e. Has the Postal Service done any analysis comparing the implicit per-piece (unit)

markups for the rate categories within ECR mail?  If so, please present that

analysis.

f. Has the Postal Service done any analysis comparing the implicit per-piece (unit)

markups for the rate categories within Standard Regular mail?  If so, please

present that analysis.

g. For the proposed rates, please provide a table showing the implicit per-piece

(unit) markups for each rate category within ECR and Regular Standard mail.
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VP/USPS-T28-19.

Please refer to spreadsheets “COST” and “NCOST” in files USPS-LR-J-131-WP1.xls

and USPS-LR-J-131-WP2.xls, respectively, of library reference USPS-LR-131 in Docket No.

R-2001-1, which provide cost information behind the current commercial ECR and Nonprofit

ECR rates that are proposed to be increased by any an approximately equal across-the-board

percentage amount in this docket.  Column G in each or the two above-referenced spreadsheets

shows delivery costs.  Please provide a specific source for each delivery-cost cell in both

sheets; i.e., one for commercial ECR and the other for Nonprofit ECR.  Note that the source

for these delivery cost data shown on the each respective spreadsheet may not be correct.  Note

also that library reference USPS-J-LR-117 in Docket No. 2001-1 is a candidate source, but

does not appear to show separate costs for commercial ECR and Nonprofit ECR.


